(c) For each connected component, define an element S n (s k , e k ) as the shortest fragment that covers all images in the component.
3. Group defined elements into families on the basis of their sequence similarity: (a) Construct graph H(V , E ), where V represents all the elements, and E represents similarity (two elements are connected by an edge if they form alignments in step 1).
(b) Find all connected components of H.
(c) For each connected component, define a family as the set of all elements in the component.
(d) (Unify the sequence direction of the elements in each family, based on their alignments with an arbitrarily chosen member in the family -this choice may not be clearcut for elements with internal inverted repeat structures that are imperfectly palindromic.)
Problem 1: Inference of syntopy
The main problems with this approach arise from the use of overlap to infer syntopy. If all repeat elements were full-length, well-conserved, and well-separated by unique sequence in the genome, all syntopic images would be equivalent to their corresponding element, and single linkage clustering would work fine. However, two major phenomena distort this ideal picture. One is drift (both deletion and substitution mutation), which causes partial images ( Fig 2B) . The other is segmental duplication and juxtaposition of common repeats which produce images containing more than one element (Fig 2C) .
Various strategies have been suggested for inferring syntopy from image overlap. Two typical measurements, termed single coverage method and double coverage method, require the overlap to be longer than a certain fraction of either or both of the images, respectively. When overlapping images are of different length, the two methods make different inference of syntopy which leads to different definitions of elements (Fig 2A) . The single coverage method is suitable for the scenario in Fig 2B, while the double coverage is suitable for that in Fig 2C. However, either strategy leads to errors. When the double coverage method is applied to partial images (Fig 2B) , it yields many spurious, overlapping elements for one true biological copy. When the single coverage method is applied to multielement images (Fig 2C) , it yields a composite element corresponding to the whole segmental duplication, which will lump families together later in family definition. Simply tuning the thresholds of these methods will not solve the problem; the two biological scenarios require opposite measurements of overlap in order to correctly infer syntopy (Agarwal and States 1994; I. Holmes pers. comm.) . Furthermore, since these algorithms use only pairwise relationships between images, they are not able to distinguish the two biological scenarios and choose the proper criterion. The example in Fig   2 therefore suggests that no algorithm of this type can work.
However, one also sees in Fig 2 that there is useful information in the pattern of the multiple alignment of the images. In both cases, most image endpoints agree on the boundaries of an independent repeat. The key distinction lies in the endpoints of the shorter images. In Fig 2B, these endpoints are quasi-randomly dispersed throughout the multiple alignment, whereas in Fig 2C, the endpoints pile up. Biologically, this distinction will hold true so long as the independent replication of repeats is more frequent than the generation of composite elements (say, by segmental duplications), and deletion is a random process, which are usually (but not always) the case.
Our approach to the problem is based on the above observation (Fig 3) . After an initial definition using the single coverage method, elements are split according to significant aggregations of image endpoints. As shown in Fig 3, a composite element will be split into several pieces (right panel, five pieces in this case), while a full-length element will be preserved (left panel). Details are specified in the element re-evaluation and update procedure (see Methods).
Certain images complicate the above splitting process, such as those formed between related but distinct elements (Fig 4A and B) , which may lead to an incorrect splitting of an element. Unlike those in Fig 2, these misleading image endpoints do not occur at the termini of either of the two elements involved (Fig 4C, open circles). We use this difference to filter the misleading endpoints prior to the element re-evaluation and update procedure (see image end selection rule in Methods).
Problem 2: Inter-family similarity
Many repeat families are evolutionarily related (for example, the autonomous C. elegans Tc1 DNA transposons and the smaller nonautonomous Tc7 elements, Fig 4) . Although the reality is that repeats, like Pfam's protein domain families or biological species, are a hierarchical evolutionary continuum that defies classification, it is still desirable to impose a simplistic classification that pretends that repeat families are distinct, for the purpose of practical genome annotation. Since related families may form significant sequence alignments, we will have to impose arbitrary criteria to avoid lumping related but "distinct" families together.
We consider two elements to be distinct if the length of the non-conserved regions adds up to more than certain ratio of both of the two sequences (Fig 4C, dashed lines) . The family relationship determination procedure (see Methods) implements this definition. When constructing the graph for clustering (step 3 in the above algorithm), elements belonging to the same family are linked with primary edges, and those belonging to different families but still forming significant alignments are linked with secondary edges.
Families (connected components) are defined by primary edges.
Incorrect primary edges can arise in the presence of certain partially deleted elements ( Fig 5A) . As shown in Fig 5B, primary and secondary edges are properly constructed between full-length copies of Tc1 and Tc7 by the family relationship determination procedure. However, edges between the partial copy of Tc7 and the Tc1s are rendered primary, as there are no non-conserved regions in this Tc7 compared to Tc1s. These false primary edges will lump the two families. Such a situation can be recognized by finding triangles involving two primary edges and a secondary edge (e.g. Tc1-2=>Tc7-1=>Tc7-partial). Once an element yielding incorrect primary edges is recognized, all its primary edges are removed except for the one linking to its most closely related element ( Fig 5C) . More rules are specified in the family graph construction procedure with edge re-evaluation (see Methods).
The RECON Algorithm
Our algorithm is summarized as follows:
1. Obtain pairwise local alignments between the input sequences.
2. Define elements from the obtained alignments: (a) Elements are first defined using the single coverage method, as described in step 2 of the existing algorithm; (b) Each element defined is re-evaluated following the image end selection rule (Fig 4) and the element re-evaluate and update procedure (Fig 3) ; (c) If an element defined is considered composite and is split, elements forming alignments with the composite element will be re-evaluated. The process continues till all definitions of elements stabilize.
3. Group elements defined into families on the basis of their sequence similarity: 
Assessment
In order to assess the performance of RECON, we used it to analyze a random sample of 3 Mb, or about 0.1%, of the human genome (Lander et al. 2001) , and compared the results to RepeatMasker annotation as a "gold standard". For purpose of comparison, we also implemented and tested the basic single linkage clustering algorithm using both the single or double coverage element definition methods. All three de novo methods use the same set of 453,896 pairwise alignments generated by WU-BLASTN (W. Gish unpublished) (see Methods).
It took RECON 4 CPU hours and a maximum of 300 MB RAM to analyze this set of alignments on a single Intel Xeon 1.7GHz processor. A RECON analysis of a set of alignments from a three-fold larger sample (9 Mb) took 39 CPU hours and 750 MB RAM. We cannot give a useful asymptotic analysis of memory/cpu usage in terms of genome or sample size, because RECON's computational complexity is strongly dependent on repeat density and composition. For example, an analysis of the alignments from the same 3 Mb sample with known repeats masked out by RepeatMasker took less than 1 minute and 900 KB of RAM. This suggests that for a large, repeat-rich genome, it will be possible (and necessary) to carry out an iterative RECON analysis; e.g., first find the most abundant families in a small sample of the genome, then analyze progressively larger samples after masking element families that have already been confidently identified.
As to the quality of the results, we first looked specifically at the definition of Alu, which is the most numerous repeat element and therefore the most prone to many sorts of clustering artifacts (Table 1) . We identified each de novo constructed family that contained one or more sequences that overlapped Alu elements defined by RepeatMasker. For the largest family defined by each method, we also counted how many of the defined elements contained non-Alu repeat sequences as defined by RepeatMasker. A "correct" result would be that a de novo method would identify a single family of 1,260 Alu elements covering 318,927 bases of the genome sample, exactly matching the RepeatMasker annotation.
The single coverage method defined 1,389 elements which overlapped the Alus defined by RepeatMasker. The number is larger than 1,260 because some Alu copies are broken into several fragments by the method. The 1,389 elements covered too much of the genome (331,593 bp), because some of the "elements" are actually segmental duplications which happen to contain Alus. This method overclusters. In the largest family defined, it mixed 576 of non-Alu sequences (most of which are L1 elements, the second most abundant human repeat family) with the 1,389 Alu elements. The double coverage method underclusters images, defining many "elements" that completely overlap each other, leading to a huge number of "elements" (56,925) clustered into too many families (19). RECON minimizes both problems, leading to 2 Alu-containing families (one of which dominates) with 1,468 elements covering 285,000 bp, with minimal contamination from other repeat families. Some Alu elements are still inappropriately broken into two or more fragments (leading to significantly more than 1,260 elements). The somewhat lower genomic coverage of RECON compared to RepeatMasker results from the higher sensitivity of RepeatMasker's similarity search algorithm and threshold (CROSSMATCH with an aggressive threshold, as opposed to RECON's use of WU-BLAST with a conservative threshold).
In order to evaluate how reliable RECON annotation is overall, we systematically compared every RE-CON family containing ≥ 10 elements to RepeatMasker annotation (Table 2) . Each RECON family was labeled according to which RepeatMasker annotation made up the majority of its elements. Any element that was annotated as a different family or not annotated at all was considered as false positive elements (cluster fp1 and cluster fp2 columns in the Table, respectively). These results suggest that RECON's families are almost completely "pure", with very little contamination from unrelated repeat families. The families are slightly underclustered; for example, one large family with the majority of the L1 elements is found (f7), along with several smaller families of partial L1 elements (f8, f13, f22, f57, f146) which are not clustered with f7. f179, a "new" family, is a family of retroposed protein-coding genes, which are a class of repeats not annotated by RepeatMasker.
An important usage of a de novo method is to generate repeat libraries for the incremental analysis of a genome. In order to evaluate how useful RECON families would be for genome annotation of elements in a subsequent sample of human sequence, we compared the consensus sequence of each RECON family to their most similar sequences used in RepeatMasker (Table 2; elements found, the conanical sequence is reconstructed essentially intact (f1/Alu, f7/L1, f46/MaLR and f28/MER41). For Tigger1 and MER1, however, only part of the canonical sequence is recovered in families f17 and f156. Manual inspection suggests that it is due to the truly fragmented nature of the copies in our sample, rather than erroneous splittings by RECON.
The canonical Alu sequence is dimeric, containing a left (L) and a right (R) monomer (Jurka and Zuckerkandl 1991) . Interestingly, the consensus sequence identified by RECON family f1 contains exactly one and a half Alu elements, in the configuration LLR. The longest six elements in f1 are all in this configuration. Such trimeric Alus have been noted before (Perl et al. 2000) , and RECON's annotation suggests that they have been actively transposed in the human genome.
Discussion
The problem of automated repeat sequence family classification is inherently messy and ill-defined, and does not appear to be amenable to a clean algorithmic attack. The heuristic approach we have taken in RECON appears to be satisfactory for many practical purposes. Our use of multiple sequence alignment information, specifically the clustering of observed alignment endpoints, is a significant improvement over single linkage clustering based on pairwise sequence relationships alone.
The evaluation of RECON's performance suggests several issues which could use improvement. It slightly underclusters elements, failing to appropriate link some small fragmentary families to a large fulllength family. This might be addressed by a post-processing step that merges RECON families when the consensus of one family covers the consensus of the other.
RECON is sometimes unable to recover a highly fragmented family in one piece. To overcome this, we could employ a statistical test to identify RECON families whose copies tend to be physically adjacent to each other. The more diverged families, such as the ancient human L2 family, was not recovered in our test, due to the chosen sensitivity settings of WU-BLAST.
RECON can also fail when its simple assumptions about alignment end clustering are violated. For example, when a particular form of partial copy is generated preferentially (e.g., solo LTRs for retroviruslike elements (Kim et al. 1998 ), formed by high-frequency deletion between the directly repeated LTRs), it can lead to an erroneous splitting of the full-length copies. Also, if a particular combination of repeat elements can itself be duplicated at high frequency (e.g., composite bacterial IS elements (Berg et al. 1989) ), it may not be recognized as composite.
We envision using RECON as a tool for initial analysis of a genome sequence. Much like automated PRODOM protein domain family identification aids curated Pfam multiple alignment construction, the fam-ilies identified by RECON can be the basis of a higher quality level of analysis, such as using RECON families to build a RepeatMasker library, or using RECON multiple alignments to build a library of profile hidden Markov models.
Methods

Components of RECON
Image End Selection Rule
This rules filters misleading images (Fig 4) by considering the length and arrangement of the aligned and unaligned sequences between two elements as follows:
1. For each pair of defined elements that form alignments, find all maximal groups of alignments in which all alignments are part of one (but not necessarily the optimal) global alignment of the two given elements. This is done by finding maximal cliques (Skiena 1997) in a graph where the vertices represent the alignments and two vertices are linked if the two corresponding alingnments can be seen as part of one global alignments of the two given elements.
2. For each group found above: order the alignments according to their coordinates; eliminate the group if the sequences outside the out-most alignment or between any two adjacent alignments in the group are longer than a given length cutoff in both elements; if not eliminated, assign a score to the group as the sum of scores of all alignments in the group. The length cutoff is chosen so that sequences shorter than the cutoff can be considered as generated by the random extension of true alignments by the pairwise alignment tool.
3. If more than one group remains, take the one with the highest score and discard the others. Ends of the images in the remaining group (if any) are collected for further analysis.
Element Re-evaluation and Update Procedure
This procedure updates the definition of a given element (Fig 3) by evaluating the aggregation of image endpoints collected according to the rule above.
1. Choose a length cutoff so that sequences shorter than the cutoff are considered as generated by the random extension of true alignments by the pairwise alignment tool.
2. Slide a window of the chosen length cutoff along the given element. Within each window, cluster the collected image ends as follows: seed a cluster with the leftmost end not yet clustered; if an end is within certain distance to any member in the cluster, it is assigned to the cluster; when no more ends can be assigned to the cluster, start a new cluster if necessary, till all ends in the window are clustered.
3. For each cluster found above, let n denote the number of ends in the cluster, c denote the mean position of these n ends, and m denotes the number of images of the given element spanning position c. If n/m is greater than a given threshold, c is considered a significant aggregation point.
4. If no significant aggregation point is accepted, the original definition of the given element is maintained.
5. Otherwise, update the given element as follows: split the element and its alignments at the aggregation points; discard the original definition of the given element; discard the split products (new elements and alignments) that are shorter than the chosen length cutoff at the beginning; assign alignments to proper new elements.
6. If more than one new element remains, the original element is considered composite.
Family Relationship Determination Procedure
This procedure determines for a given pair of defined elements that form alignments, whether the two belong to the same family, or to two related but distinct families (Fig 4) . The procedure, which considers the relative length of the aligned sequences compared to the length of the elements, is as follows:
1. For a given pair of defined elements that form alignments, find all maximal groups of alignments in which all alignments are part of one (but not necessarily the optimal) global alignment of the two given elements. See step 1 in the image end selection rule for detail.
2. The total length of each group found above is calculated as the sum of the length of all alignments in the group. The longest total length among the groups is treated as the alignable length between the two elements.
3. If the alignable length is longer than a certain fraction of the length of either element , the two elements are considered to belong to the same family. Otherwise, not.
Family Graph Construction Procedure with Edge Re-evaluation
1. Each element defined is represented by a vertex.
2. Edges are constructed as follows: if two elements are considered to belong to the same family by the family relationship determination procedure, a primary edge is constructed between the two corresponding vertices; if two elements form significant alignments but do not belong to the same family, a secondary edge is constructed between the two; if two elements do not form significant alignments, no edge is constructed between the two.
3. For each vertex v, its primary edges are re-evaluated as follows (Fig 5 
Implementation details
RECON starts from a datafile containing pairwise alignments, which allows a user to choose a tool other than WU-BLAST to do the initial all-vs-all comparison of the genome to itself.
A major issue is memory usage. To avoid holding all alignments from a genome-scale analysis in RAM at once, RECON manipulates files on disk (including a separate file for each currently defined element). It is therefore extremely I/O intensive.
RECON is not useful for processing short-period tandem repeats; these are split down to shorter forms or even monomers, a process which can take many iterations to converge. To improve time effienciency, we filter these by ignoring the initially defined elements which have more than 1,000 images and where the number of partner elements is less 1/5 of the number of images. Furthermore, since we discard short elements generated during splitting (element re-evaluation and update procedure), the whole family can suddenly disappear when it falls below the minimum element length cutoff.
Besides the threshold and parameter choices in the initial pairwise comparison, RECON has four tunable parameters:
• The cutoff for fractional overlap between images which is used in the initial inference of syntopy by the single coverage method. (Default = 0.5.)
• The minimum length of an element, e.g. the maximal length that we expect the pairwise alignment tool to spuriously extend by chance from a true element boundary, used in the image end selection rule and the element re-evaluation and update procedure. (Default = 30 nt.)
• The ratio cutoff for splitting an element at a given position, used in the element re-evaluation and update procedure. (Default = 2.)
• The minimal fraction of alignable sequences between two elements before they are considered to belong the same family. (Default = 0.9.) These parameters were optimized by looking at RECON classification of four experimentally verified DNA transposons (Tc1, Tc2, Tc3, and Tc5 (Plasterk and von Luenen 1997) ) in the Caenorhabditis elegans genome sequence (The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998). The human genome is dominated by retro-transposons (Alu, L1 and MaLR) and old, fragmented DNA transposons (Lander et al. 2001) , and these families yield different patterns in multiple alignments than the young DNA transposons in the C. elegans training set, so the test on human data was reasonably independent of our training of these few parameters. 
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